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HOW LANGUAGE USE SHAPES MEANING: A CASE STUDY OF
SINGAPORE SOUTHERN MIN LOANWORD BALU
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ABSTRACT
In contact linguistics, an overlooked area that has immense research
potential is regular semantic change exhibited by loanwords. Due to the
relatively shorter histories of contact languages as compared to ‘normal’
languages, semantic changes in contact languages are far better
understood, thereby presenting us with case studies of polysemous words
where contact-induced change and regular semantic change can be better
demarcated. Studying such phenomena will thus shed light on the
cognitive processes behind semantic change. This paper looks at how
language use shapes the semantic pathway of Singapore Southern Min
loanword balu and suggests that the findings in this paper can be applied
cross-linguistically to other cases of regular semantic change. 1 Singapore
Colloquial Malay adverb baru ‘recently’ was borrowed into Singapore
Southern Min as balu ‘recently’. Although Southern Min balu and Malay
baru both share a common function, they exhibit disparate semantic
pathways. Data gathered shows that loanword balu ‘recently’ has no
tendency to develop a conjunctive function similar to that of Singapore
Colloquial Malay and baru ‘recently’ has no tendency to develop another
adverbial function like that of balu ‘recently’ in Singapore Southern Min.
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Initial findings of this paper suggest that the contrasting semantic
pathways for Southern Min balu ‘recently’ and Malay baru ‘recently’ are
due to differences in semantic fields a particular word is most strongly
associated. Nevertheless, the overarching mechanism behind both
semantic changes is still pragmatic inferencing, or in other words, a
reanalysis of contextually ambiguous sentences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In contact linguistics, an often overlooked area that has immense
research potential is regular semantic change exhibited by loanwords.
Due to the relatively shorter history of contact languages as compared to
‘normal’ languages, semantic changes in contact languages are far better
understood, thereby presenting us with case studies of polysemous words
where contact-induced change and regular semantic change can be better
demarcated. Studying such phenomena will thus shed light on the
cognitive processes behind semantic change. This paper looks at how
language use shapes the semantic pathway of Singapore Southern Min
loanword balu and suggests that the findings in this paper can be applied
cross-linguistically to other cases of semantic change.
In its donor language or Singapore Colloquial Malay (henceforth
SCM), baru has two main functions: 1) adjective, having but lately come
or been brought into being; new, 2) adverb, an action or event that has
taken place not long ago; just. On top of that, our findings show that SCM
baru is in the process of developing a conjunctive function. For instance,
in SCM, baru occurs in sentences like: Kalau saya pukul awak, baru tahu
‘If I beat you, then (you) know’. On the other hand, in SSM, speakers
borrowed the adverbial function of baru and it went on to develop
another adverbial function which is non-existent in SCM baru. Therefore,
the two functions of SSM balu are as follows: 1) adverb, an action or
event that has taken place not long ago; just, 2) adverb, comparatively
lesser in amount, frequency, ability etc.; only. Even though SSM balu and
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ᕐ䬝⍢
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ᨀ㾱
ُ䇽Ⲵ䈝ѹ╄ਈ൘䈝䀰᧕䀖⹄ウѝᱟѿӪ䰞⍕Ⲵ䟽㾱䈮仈ѻаǄ∄
ѻлˈ᧕䀖䈝䀰ѝⲴਈॆ∄а㡜Ā↓ᑨā䈝䀰Ⲵਈॆਁ⭏ᗇˈᡁԜ
ሩਈॆⲴᶕⓀ઼ࣘഐҏᴤ࣐ᾊǄഐ↔ˈᡁԜਟԕᴤ㛟ᇊൠ४࠶ཊѹ
䇽ᯠ䈝ѹⲴӗ⭏ᱟ⭡᧕䀖ᡰ㠤˄ཆ൘ഐ㍐˅ᡆ㘵ᱟഐ䈝䀰㠚䓛Ⲵ֯
⭘ᡰ㠤˄൘ഐ㍐˅Ǆᵜ᮷ؑˈሩᆼޘ㶽ޕਇ䈝Ⲵُ䇽㘼䀰ˈُ䇽
䈝ѹ╄ਈⲴ㿴ᖻоĀ↓ᑨā䈝䀰ᰐᔲǄ䙊䗷ሩُ䇽䈝ѹ╄ਈⲴ⹄ウˈ
ᡁԜ㜭䘋а↕䇔䇶䈝ѹਈॆⲴ䇔⸕สǄᵜ᮷ሶӻ㓽ᯠ࣐එ䰭ই䈍Ⲵ
䈝䀰֯⭘ྲօᖡ૽傜ᶕُ䇽 balu Ⲵ䈝ѹ╄ਈ䐟ᖴˈᒦ䈅മࠪަѝⲴ
㿴ᖻǄᯠ࣐එ䰭ই䈍ُޕ傜ᶕ䈍࢟䇽 baluĀࡊࡊāԕਾˈє䈝䀰Ⲵ
н਼֯⭘ᯩᔿ䍻Ҹ䇽≷н਼Ⲵ⭏ભǄ㲭❦є㘵਼ṧ㺘⽪Āࡊࡊāˈ䈝
ѹਁኅ䐟ᖴত䘕❦н਼Ǆ㓿ᵜ᮷䈳ḕˈُ䇽 baluĀࡊࡊāᒦ⋑ᴹਁኅ
઼ࠪ傜ᶕ䈍 baruĀࡊࡊā਼Ⲵ䘎䇽࣏㜭˗傜ᶕ䈍 baruĀࡊࡊāҏ
⋑ᴹਁኅ઼ࠪᯠ࣐එ䰭ই䈍 baluĀࡊࡊāаṧⲴਖањ࢟䇽ѹǄᵜ᮷
Ⲵࡍ↕ٷ䇮ᱟ˖ᯠ࣐එ䰭ই䈍 baluĀࡊࡊā઼傜ᶕ䈍 baruĀࡊࡊāⲴ
н਼䈝ѹ䐟ᖴᱟњ࡛䇽≷ᴰⲴޣ䈝ѹ൪ᴹᡰн਼ᡰ㠤Ǆ㲭❦ྲ↔ˈ
є䈝ѹ╄ਈⲴᵪࡦӽ❦ᱟ䈝⭘᧘⨶Ǆᦒ䀰ѻˈ൘䘉єѝ䈝䀰ѝˈᯠ
䈝ѹⲴӗ⭏䜭ᱟ䟽ᯠ࠶᷀Ⲵ㔃᷌Ǆ
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